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Message from the President 
             

Looking forward, at the beginning of this year, I said that our 
continued focus was to provide excellence and equity in programs and services for person 
in need or low economical people, their parents and the community. As you read through 
this annual report, I hope you’ll agree that our works for societies are making incredible 
progress and that our collaboration with professionals and the community is strong. We 
accomplished much in 2010 grant help and ground breaking for new branch, a significant 
outlay in new computers and hearing equipments for our people in need, and awareness 
camp, workshop and training. But don’t just take my word for it. Inside these pages you’ll 
read about activities done for people in need and our high-achieving goals to improve and 
training for our members and staff for  
rehabilitation, assessments, certified training, learn more about our use of technology to 
improve healthy hearing and disability rehabilitation, we are looking ahead to making sure 
our low economical people have the skills they need to succeed. As we look toward the  
future, the terms “Rehabilitation” and “healthy life” will become a part of our everyday 
activities. As our motivation to keep support with the ever-changing world, we will embrace 
new approaches to people in need. Our vision is to influence positive social changes,and 
joining, interacts the distance between people with disability. It also influence positive 
attitude an exchange of ideas, knowledge, skills and learning different other skills. 
 
  In the past we have used many other approaches to be more efficient; now we will use it 
to get together and donate, help, support, do what ever we can to regenerate people in 
need. New ways of approach are part of the new roadmap to a 21st century vision of 
health, education and success for our people I need. I hope you’ll join us as we compute a 
successful future for our low economical people who really need us. 
 
Sincerely, 
Ram P Kumar 
President, Sonadev Aarogyam 
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Annual Report 2010-2011 
 
SonadevAarogyam team member believe that disabled and low economical person can and 
must achieve support, help, training, education and healthy life and must improve their 
belief to raise themselves and their family members. The Sonadev Aarogyam Roadmap 
identifies the goals and sets the rehabilitation, the Improvement Plan defines the actions 
to achieve the goals and Improvement Plans personalize the goals to meet each of their 
unique needs. Awareness, education and Rehabilitation will always be a work in progress. 
The community, parents and professionals in the villages, City, District, and state can be 
assured that low economical people is not being left and will achieve in each of our 
activities done every time. We invite you to visit our website,www.sonadevaarogyam.com 
and click based on your needs. There you will find our Sonadev Aarogyam Improvement 
Plan and success stories. If you'd like a copy of the plan, or have questions, please email at 
sonadev@sonadevaarogyam.com. 
President of Sonadev Aarogyam has been one of the strongest leading professional in our 
team. His guidance, sensitivity & commitment to Sonadev Aarogyam will help us to grow in 
world wide. His message to people as below: 
 

Activities and achievements 
 
In 27th May 2010, Sonadevaarogyam held “Basic Computer training” program at SDA Head office, 
Patna. SDA team member and also outstanding trainer gave their valuable time to children and 
parents. Their goal was to educate basic features and understand importance of using computer in 
day today’s life. There were 30 students and parents attended. We could assess their smile on face. 
Our trainer had great time and share one of best experience in their life. 

 
Sonadev Aarogyam professionals organized “Disability awareness program in New Chawani, Barhiya, 
Lakhisarai on July 2010.There were 40 people came to this program. People from different region 
patient suffering from hearing loss, teachers, students, showed their interest and learn to know more 
about hearing loss and speech difficulties. We had distributed hearing care book late to people from 
this region and also discuss management and regular care. 
 
Sonadev Aarogyam team member was very exited for having creative Plantation activities on 17th June 
2010 at Veda vidhalaya school, Taramindal, Patna.We had almost more then 20 different kind of 
plantation and there were 20 people to help us Plant in right place.Sonadev Aarogyam leading team 
member also discussed and organize speech to improve awareness about plantation and their benefit. 
 
In 26th July 2010, Sondev Aarogyam organized “member disability training at SDA head office at 
Patna. The workshop was to train our members to deal with different kind of disability. This was 
presented by Dr.R.P.Singh.He is leading Rehabilitation specialist and training was focused about type 
of disability, management, and counseling. There were 12 members, 5 staffs and 10 non members 
attended and had benefited. Workshop was organized for four hours and 30 minutes for questionnaire 
and discussion. In July and August, the Sonadev Aarogyam held disability awareness program to 
train them about getting ready to support hearing impaired children, speech impairment awareness,  
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and healthy nutrition and more. More than 500 people attended each forum. We hope even more 
people will turn out for next year’s forums. 
 
Early intervention program was organized by Sonadev Aarogyam on 3rd sep.2010.Hearing care and 
speech care certified profession attended and organized for mainly 0 to 5 years children. Children 
came with their parents and assessed hearing ability, ear, nose, throat, voice, oral motor examination. 
Hearing and speech care professionals also spoke with every parents about need of doing early 
intervention and their benefits. There were almost 20 children and their parents sign up for this 
program. Children were given tangible reinforcement and toys for attending and co-opera in 
assessments. Children’s are fun and cute; all the members from Sonadev Aarogyam had great time and 
decided to have it again in future. 
 
Hearing Camp was organized by Sonadev Aarogyam members and professionals at Ved vidhalya 
school, Taramindal, Patna on 12th Sept.2010.SDA goal was to improve awareness about deafness, 
early intervention and rehabilitation.There were more then 100 people were screened,and 
management were provided. Free hearing aid was provided to 21 Geriatric people, counseling and 
rehabilitation to their family members. Hearing camp was organized for 6 hours, certificate was 
provided to students having good care of ear, and hearing ability.   
       
In 12th Dec.2010, Women right program was organized and it was mandatory for SDA member to 
attend and aware women’s right to people in need. There were more then 15 women attended and got 
educated about their rights, Sonadev Aarogyam’s member organized snacks and few activities related 
to their goals. Questions were answer by our specialist team and proper management were provided, 
also discuss about future activates for next year and goals were planed for next year. 
 
 
Stories of Inspiration 
 
It was a year of giving voice to the beneficiary, urging them to put forth their needs rather than 
Voicing it for them. Giving them a sense of empowerment, inclusion and the power to demand 
What’s rightfully theirs – in short, a life of dignity. 
Sonadev Aarogyam therefore launched a unique campaign bringing in stories from the field, stories of 
inspiration such as that of hearing impaired Renuka Sharma,having bilateral severe hearing loss, with 
body level hearing aid, were loosed her hope to speak, hear and help parents like other person. Her 
parents were worried and she was her first, only one daughter. Being average income had hard time to 
do proper rehabilitation for her daughter’s Renuka Sharma’s family was aware about a proper way of 
rehabilitation program and read many articles about her problem. Her daughter was receiving all kind of 
rehabilitation support. When she grown up her dedication was inspired and she learned to talk, hear and 
listen sounds just like other person and also drive car and working hard on her college education. Their 
parents and her dedication educate our many other people facing same kind of problem. 
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Providing Care and support 
 

Providing composite care to people in need, is what 
Sonadev Aarogyam has been striving hard for over 
the past few years. A complete rehabilitation plan 
of activities were set in place to meet their goals 
which covered areas of healthcare, education, 
social protection, care giving and shelters, to name 
a few. Many projects initially started by Sonadev 
Aarogyam becoming self-sustaining, as people 
were mobilized to take on the projects and sustain 
them independently. Low economical Associations 
(LEA) became a major catalyst to bring about this 
sense of empowerment. Today as a result, there 
are many other programs managed by our 
professionals and members. 
 

 
 
Women Right program 
 
 
When we started our work as a women right 
for women, one of our first activities was to 
conduct get together activities and expose 
to get her facing day today’s problems, their 
need. Our first step for this year to make 
them support, give them basic training, 
needs and educate them about their rights. 
Many of them in this region were not aware 
about their own benefit in society.Sonadev 
Aarogyam had almost 20 women sign up for 
this program and in future we have plan to 
grow with women organization and their 
own benefit towards carrier. 
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 Plantation   
                       
Sonadev Aarogyam team member was very 
exited for having creative Plantation activities 
on 17th June 2010 at Veda Vidalia school, 
Taramindal, Patna.We had almost more then 20 
different kind of plantation and there were 20 
people to help us Plant in right place.Sonadev 
Aarogyam leading team member also discussed 
and organize speech to improve awareness about 
plantation and their benefit. 
 

 
 
 
 
HEALTH CARE 
 
 
A year before, Sonadev Aarogyam started 
program in health care and in future having 
planning of expansion with leading team 
members and professionals. This year had the 
basic health care program in certain place 
because of budget limitation. But in future 
based on our budget taking a one step ahead 
and providing qualitative healthcare in urban 
and rural areas. A concentrated effort was put 
into spreading the reach of Audiological 
services on one hand, while in future, planning 
of Mobile Medicare Unit programme 
consolidating its specialized services in many 
areas. 
Our next and important step to improve Yoga 
and meditation services. It was organized in 
past and in future we will make difference 
using based professionals services for our team 
members and people in need. 
 

 

 
Audiological and Speech services 
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Hearing and Speech care is a much required need 
for all age group. Due to lack of treatment and 
cost effective many low economical people 
become dependant on others for their basic day to 
day activities. With the aim to provide quality 
Hearing and Speech care, Sonadev Aarogyam 
Rehabilitation in this field became operational in 
our region from a start of 300 treatments and 
screening the year before, this year the number of 
treatments and screening more than double to 
670.We came across 20 hearing and speech 
problem and suggested for formal standardized 
test to get correct diagnosis and management. 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
We have screen and improve awareness in 
schools and many other social get together. 
Our aim is to rehabilitate as early as possible. 
Our future aim is to provide early intervention 
program for 0-3 year’s child and also provide 
screening for new born baby. An interesting 
aspect of this programme is that many people 
are getting involved in this service provision 
and managing the service on their own, 
following the simple principal of we are there 
for you. 
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Awareness and Rehabilitation 
 
Hearing, vision, speech awareness is much require into schools, hospitals, rehab care, social meeting, 
villages and small office sector region, due to lack of awareness in all these region people find difficulties 
and due to of these problem Sonadev Aarogyam had started mission in past to improve awareness as 
much as possible in all these sector. Some times many of parents with having good source of income, 
ignore their child’s problem. We had gone door to door to provide services, counseling, improve their 
awareness and rehabilitate them as soon as possible. In future we have our mission and appropriate 
goals to achieve our aim with different kind of advertisement and meeting personally or door to door 
activities. 

 
 
The story of Ahmad  
 
Ahmad, 45, lived with a wife, daughter and son. He camefrom chapra region near rural villege.His daily wage 
were less then 50 rupees. He and his family came to Sonadev Aarogyam for his son having speech problem since 
birth and now doesn’t hear or listen. A riksha driver by profession in rural village, Chapra all his life struggle to 
earn money for him self and his family. This being his only source of his livelihood.Before he was not aware 
about his son problem and nor professional suggested him to referral for rehabilitation. As his son grew older, 
his son started suffering from severe speech and hearing problem, and diagnosed with bilateral moderately 
severe sensory neural hearing loss. He was worried about buying hearing aid; Auditoring training and speech 
services.Sonadev Aarogyam professionals helped him and his like family to provide free hearing aid, auditory 
training and speech services. A team goal and counseling was provided to him and his wife for future plan for 
his son. They look happy and focus for goal to aim his son for better life. They have written thanks to Sonadev 
Aarogyam for helping and supporting them in right direction. 
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Safety Net for people in need 
 
In order to lead healthier & happier lives, it is imperative that one's basic needs be taken care of providing the 
person in need with basic healthy,social,and education protection has been one of Sonadev Aarogyam's long term 
goals. Starting in 2010 and till today, SDA programme help to grow for disabled people and people in need.It was 
the start of making the destitute people self-sufficient by providing them with hearing aid,screening,ration, food & 
clothing, medicine, In beginning till today.100 destitute people have been supported through this programme. In the 
past two years, Sonadev Aarogyam have gradually increasing and also  providing counseling services, information 
on various schemes beneficial to them, addressing their needs of isolation, neglect and tackling their problems of 
need for shelter and protection from abuse among others. In future, based on our budget our aim is to create 
awareness for prevention of all kind of disability among the people in need and give monetary support, but also 
provided established specialists who will guide in right path and improvement in  checkups at the camps. 
1 
-Technology played a major role in rehabilitating, improving awareness and learning, with the 
addition of new, computer-based career and technical training and a new software program that 
incorporates technology to teach real-world concepts. Technology is shaping in all most all sectors. 
Our mission to have Computer mini-labs and it will bring more computers to more places. Currently 
Sonadev Aarogyam have been working with technology and presently we are proud to say in short 
duration we have 
• One-station computer labs were set up for our services 
• 3 computers were installed in lab to support the improve software technology, which helps people 
who are behind catch up with their friends 
• Printer, copier, scan, fax were created at computer lab and office to improve to learn, research and 
educate for members, professional and people in need. 
• New computers for the Family Resource Center computer lab were installed 
 
Goggle accounts give professionals new tools 
 
A Gaggle account is an online tool that provides members and professionals with a host of common 
computer applications, such as word processing, spreadsheets and PowerPoint-like tools, as well as 
applications to work with photos and video. One component of the Gaggle accounts is a password 
protected we blocker, which people can use to download and upload assignments and papers. Both 
professional and members can retrieve assignments from the WebLocker.Our software professionals 
helping every one to educate and access them. Software professional are approaching them and 
providing one on one services for programming and signing up in save mode. Our mission is to 
grow with technology and help them to provide international based facilities in health 
care, education, technology, rehabilitation, plantation and etc.  
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Sanjeev Tiwary, Managing Secretary, Sonadev Aarogyam, has been one of the strongest 
leading professional in our team. His guidance, suggestion, and support lead Sonadev 
Aarogyam in next step. Without him our goal to achieve in right direction would not been 
possible. His message and goal for 2011-2012 as follow:  

Message from the Secretary 

It gives me immense pleasure to pen down these few sentences 
as Secretary of Sonadev Aarogyam. I would like to express my 
gratitude to the SonadevAarogyam members for considering me 
a leading professional. I sincere thanks for your efforts for our 
organisation helped your expectations and  my mission to leave 
no stone unturned to take up the Sonadev Aarogyam to be 
recognized as one of the leading organisation of the country. I 
would also like to pray to the Almighty to give me the strength 
and wisdom to grow Sonadev Aarogyam world wide and across 

nation. May the power of the Almighty guide me and be with me to achieve our team 
member dream. I hope and pray we will work together for the upliftment of the 
organisation for which I am sure that united we will be able to work towards a wonderful 
story of success. Last but not the least I express my best wishes to the people, members 
and one and all for a bright future ahead. May the spirit of the Almighty always be with us, 
guiding us and protecting us in the day to day activities of our life.Our team thanks you all 
for supporting our organization Sonadev Aarogyam directly or indirectly 

Sincerely, 
 
Sanjeev Tiwary 
Secretary, Sonadev Aarogyam 
www.sonadevaarogyam.com 
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